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Abstract
In eukaryotes, mRNA molecules are transcribed from nuclear DNA and commute through a
labyrinth of nucleoplasmic passageways to the nuclear envelope where they are exported to the
cytoplasm. New findings provide tools and insights into the biophysical properties that govern mRNA
translocations en route to the cytoplasm and suggest that mRNA molecules move in a discontinuous
manner due to transient interactions with the nuclear environment.
Introduction and context
During interphase, RNA polymerase II transcribes
numerous gene loci and generates thousands of mRNA
molecules that are exported to the cytoplasm. Transcrip-
tion occurs in conjunction with capping, splicing,
polyadenylation and packaging with ribonuclear pro-
teins [heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins
(hnRNPs)] [1,2]. Correct packaging of the released
mRNA molecules, termed messenger ribonulcear parti-
cles (mRNPs), probably yields export-competent com-
plexes that can efficiently interact and pass through the
nuclear pore complex (NPC) into the cytoplasm [3].
Issues such as mRNP accessibility, nuclear constraints,
nucleoplasmic viscosity, and mobility kinetics must be
pursued in order to understand the biophysical rules that
govern the journey of mRNPs. Putting it simply, a voyage
of many hurdles can be envisaged, considering the
nuclear environment in which mRNPs must travel,
which harbors dense chromatin regions, nucleoli,
nuclear bodies, nuclear scaffolds and other constituents
of inter-chromatin space [4]. Moreover, the intranuclear
mobility of the aforementioned bodies and domains
adds another level of complexity to our understanding of
nuclear trafficking [5]. The presence or lack of either a
‘guiding hand’ or a functional network of filaments
assisting nuclear mRNPs in reaching their cytoplasmic
destiny is of fundamental interest [6].
Nuclear tracks between chromatin domains, in which
mRNAs could travel, were observed in fixed cells using
fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) techniques [7-9].
Some years later, with the rise of RNA labeling
techniques that allow detection within a living cell
environment, the movement kinetics of mRNAs were
analyzed directly. RNA FISH modified for tagging of
mRNA in vivo using a fluorescent oligo(dT) probe was
utilized in the first real-time measurements of poly(A)
mRNA mobility [7]. Labeled RNA signals spread
throughout the nucleus, suggesting random motion,
typically referred to as diffusion, which indicates that the
movement is due to thermal energy within the environ-
ment. Analysis by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS) yielded average diffusion coefficients of 0.6 ± 0.1
to 0.7 ± 0.19 µm
2/s for polyadenylated mRNAs within
the nucleoplasm [8,9]. Interestingly, there was no
difference in mRNA mobility as it moved in and out of
nuclear bodies known as nuclear speckles [9–11]. Using
a photobleaching approach [fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching (FRAP)], the diffusion properties of
polyadenylated mRNAs tagged with a green fluorescent
protein (GFP)-fusion of the poly(A)-binding protein
yielded diffusion coefficients of approximately
0.04 µm
2/s [12,13]. FRAP of in vivo FISH-labeled poly
(A) mRNAs also measured an average diffusion coeffi-
cient of 0.03 µm
2/s [11]. The disparity in measurements
might be explained by the different sensitivities of the
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studies confirmed the notion that mRNA mobility in the
nucleus follows a random path throughout inter-
chromatin space [8], yet did not concur whether this
was an energy-dependent process.
By introducing repeats of a bacteriophage RNA binding
sequence (MS2) into a particular gene in human cells,
single mRNA molecules transcribed from a particular
gene could be tagged with many GFP-labeled MS2
binding proteins, thereby yielding a system in which
single nuclear mRNPs could be discerned and tracked
[14]. Single-particle tracking (SPT) and mean square
displacement analysis (MSD) for modeling of the
mobility showed that mRNPs move by simple diffusion
(Figure 1). Some of the movements were spatially
restricted due to the presence of the chromatin barriers
bordering the inter-chromatin space. Diffusion coeffi-
cients measured by SPT averaged 0.04 µm
2/s, and FRAP
measurements of the whole population of these tran-
scripts indicated that faster movements also exist. In
another study, molecular beacons were used to tag 96
sequence repeats within a particular mRNA species. SPT
and MSD analysis showed that they diffuse at an average
rate of 0.03 µm
2/s [15]. Both studies demonstrated that
mRNP movement in the nucleus does not require energy.
Furthermore, directional mRNP movements were not
identified, arguing against the presence of a filamentous
network for nuclear mRNA trafficking. Still, it is possible
that the tracking methods applied were not capable of
capturing very rapid mRNA movements and, therefore,
could provide reliable results only for the population of
moderate to slow moving mRNAs.
Major recent advances
The above approaches complement each other, yet could
not provide information on the specific dynamics of
single molecules of an endogenous mRNA species.
Recently, such data have finally been obtained. The
model system used comprised the unique nuclei present
in the salivary glands of the dipteran Chironomus tentans.
The large nucleoplasm contains four distinct giant
polytene chromosomes, which transcribe large mRNAs
called Balbiani ring (BR) mRNAs that encode secretory
proteins. BR mRNAs (30–40 kb) are mostly exonic, and
are assembled into large mRNPs (50 nm). Elegant
electron microscope work has shown how BR granules
are formed during transcription, move in the nucleus,
and traverse the NPCs [16,17]. BR mRNP movement in
the nucleoplasm was assessed using fixed electron
microscopy specimens. Comparison of mRNP dispersal
in the nucleus at different time-points after start of
transcription showed a random pattern of movement
(estimated D = 0.12 µm
2/s) [18].
Now Kubitscheck, Daneholt and colleagues [19] have
taken this analysis one step further using a high-
resolution live-cell imaging approach. In order to label
the endogenous BR transcripts, they used two different
techniques: an in vivo RNA FISH approach in which they
utilized the binding of a fluorescent probe (DNA or
RNA) to a repetitive sequence in the BR2 mRNA; and a
t a g g e d - p r o t e i na p p r o a c hi nw h i c ht h e yi n j e c t e da
fluorescent hnRNP A1-like protein, hrp36, which binds
repetitively to BR2 mRNA [20]. Two microscope systems
were used for imaging, a high-speed laser scanning
microscope and an ultrasensitive single-molecule micro-
scope [21]. In order to track single mRNP movements,
the authors had to overcome the vast amount of signal
emanating from many BR mRNPs. This was achieved by
photobleaching a portion of the nucleoplasm and
subsequently imaging fluorescent single mRNPs that
translocated into the photobleached zone. mRNPs were
detected moving throughout the whole nucleoplasm and
interacting with NPCs, but were excluded from the
chromosome areas. In order to obtain reliable data on
mRNP translocations, the authors not only used MSD
analysis but put emphasis on measuring the total
distribution of the actual mRNP ‘jumping distance’
between each acquired frame. The jump-distance
approach enables a closer look at a heterogeneous
population of molecules or movements, and was
previously used by the authors to obtain high-resolution
single-molecule measurements of the nucleoplasmic
microenvironment in mammalian cells [22].
Figure 1. Mean square displacement analysis
A single particle (for example, an mRNP) is tracked (SPT) in two dimensions
(x,y) in a series of images from a two-dimensional time lapse movie. The x,y
pixel values are recorded and (a) the distance of movement is plotted. The
time interval between each image is denoted as Dt. The change in the
distance (displacement) of the particle between each image is measured.
This is repeated for each image and an MSD value is obtained. Then, the
same displacement measurements are performed when the Dt value equals
2Dt, 3Dt and so forth. (b) The MSD value that was calculated for each Dt
interval is plotted. A linear relationship between the MSD and Dt means
that random movement has been tracked. MSD, mean square displacement;
SPT, single particle tracking; t, time.
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C. tentans nucleoplasm is devoid of chromatin but has a
viscosity (3–5 cP) similar to that of mammals (4–8 cP).
Within the nucleoplasmic space four types of diffusional
mobility were detected: a notably fast fraction (D =2 . 7 –
4.7 µm
2/s), and three slower ones (D = 0.6, 0.02, and
0.015 µm
2/s). Using simulations, they show that these
reflect different portions of an mRNP track, rather than
different types of mRNPs. This in turn implies that
mRNP motion is abrogated either due to physical
constraints in the microenvironment or through tran-
sient associations of mRNPs with a nuclear structure. The
latter explanation is favored since BR mRNPs that are
associated with a non-chromatin fibrous network have
been detected [23]. Still, the situation in C. tentans differs
somewhat from the mammalian nucleus, in which
considerably slower diffusion coefficients have been
measured. These most probably reflect the crowded
chromatin environment through which the mRNPs must
navigate until they reach the NPC.
Future directions
Nuclear mRNA moves by diffusion, but do other types of
motion exist, namely directional movement? Transcrip-
tion-associated myosin motors and actin monomers are
present in the nucleus, and it is thus enticing to assume
that some cross-talk between mRNA mobility and
motor-driven trafficking exists. Enhanced imaging reso-
lution and acquisition speeds for single molecule
analysis will enable further examination of the trafficking
kinetics of different endogenous transcripts within their
natural microenvironments, as well as a better compre-
hension of the inter-chromatin media through which
they travel.
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